Chapter 9: The Recovery Community (pages 193 – 212.)

1. The recovery community is an orchestra of professionals. What are the professionals in the recovery community listed on pages 196 through 204?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. What role do you play in the recovery community? How do you feel about being in that community? What difference do you think you can make in the life of someone who has alcoholism?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
**Codependency**

3. A codependent person is obsessed with ________________ the person who is out of control.

4. True or false. Codependents are as blinded and reality-distorted as a chemically dependent person.

5. True or false. A codependent person usually develops an incredible tolerance for neglect and abuse.

6. True or false. Codependents keep thinking that if they just do enough or if they figure it out, everything will work out.

7. List the thoughts, feelings, and actions the codependent person experiences as outlined in your text on pages 204 through 209.